Gender Dysphoria in Adolescence
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Abstract: Background–The end phase of the development stage of adolescents should have matured themselves in understanding gender roles in accordance with their sexual roles. Gender dysphoria occurs when adolescents experience sexual identity disorders which experience confusion over gender roles that are contrary to their sexual roles, so that they tend to like the same sex. Research Objectives–To identify gender dysphoria in senior high school students in Samarinda City. Methods–A descriptive study with a cross-sectional approach to 322 students in the city of Samarinda which was taken using a non-probability sampling technique: cluster random sampling. The instrument used was the Gender Dysphoria Test from psycom, through online filling. Results–Students who experienced severe-gender dysphoria were 7.8% and mild-GD around 92.2%. More women (9.3%) experienced strong gender dysphoria than men (4.2%). There are 1.2% students who want to change their gender and 7.8% of students who do not like secondary sex characteristics currently. Conclusion–Severe-Gender dysphoria high school students have a small prevalence, GD can occur because biological or psychosocial factors can be seen from the desire and comfort of being a different gender than it should be.
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1. Introduction

Adolescence is a transitional period between children and adults, when biological, intellectual, psychosocial, and economic changes are encountered (Kaltiala-Heino, et al., 2018). The psychosocial development of adolescents in a state of searching for adolescent identity fails to find their identity, so that they will experience role confusion (Kaltiala-Heino, et al., 2018). Development of identification and psychosexual is an important period held in adolescence (Kaltiala-Heino, et al., 2018). Development of Puberty in adolescent from child into young adult has seen with development of secondary sex organ. Biological sex appearance sometime inflicts discomfort situation in several persons, which is called Gender Dysphoria (GD) (Kaltiala-Heino, et al., 2018)

Gender dysphoria which defines the DSM-5 (5th edition of Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorder) is person who incongruence between biological sex at birth and their desire to be other gender (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Individual with GD look like to be treated as the other genders, tend to prefer the same sex or change themselves from male to female or female to male (Kaltiala-Heino, et al., 2018). There are two types of onsets of GD that are begun in early childhood dan after puberty. Adolescent-onset GD majority experienced early-onset GD (Littman, 2018). Centers for Disease Control
in America has announced sex deviance in the form of gay, lesbian, bisexual, accounting for about 8% of the 1.3 million students at the senior high school level (Littman, 2018).

The problem that often occurs in adolescents who experience gender dysphoria is a sense of curiosity to seek answers that are felt without the assistance of parents and information that can be accounted for (Yarhouse, 2016). Most of the reactions of parents to children with gender dysphoria are judging and condemning them without looking for a way out or a solution, because of the lack of information and facilities for parents regarding children with gender dysphoria (Yarhouse, 2016). Adolescent with GD prefers to play with the opposite sex than the same sex, because it is often as ridicule. One of the main tasks in adolescence is to solve identity and role confusion which is part of self concept (Yarhouse, 2016).

Clinically significant psychopathology occurs in young adults around 40-45% in adolescents who have problem gender identity. They reported that they got depression and anxiety disorder, self harm, suicidal ideation / behavior (Kaltiala-Heino et al., 2015; Zucker et al., 2015). Assumed that, GD impact is how one views of his/herself which is how he/she knows of his/herself, expect of his/herself and value of own self (Kaltiala-Heino et al., 2015; Zucker et al., 2015).

2. Literature Review

Gender Dysphoria in Adolescents

Psychological distress and discomfort with the gender are assigned at birth. The term was coined by Norman Fisk in 1973 explaining some of the reasons individuals seek help from professionals to explain their gender and sexual characteristics and how they perceive themselves. Since then, a wide variety of publications on transsexualism, transgenderism, and gender inconsistencies have been the center of discussion on gender-related nursing diagnoses and standards. Transsexualism, transgenderism, and gender incompatibility are different from gender dysphoria. It is common for transsexuals and transgender and gender non-conforming (TGNC) people who experience or report gender dysphoria at some point in their lifes. Many also report that they feel comfortable with their gender regardless of whether social expectations are met (Kaltiala-Heino et al., 2018).

Etiology of Dysphoria Gender

Gender dysphoria can be caused by environmental and biological factors, but experts claim there is no relative contribution of a single factor and theory about gender dysphoria. There are also many theories that the role of prenatal hormones in brain sex differentiation can cause gender dysphoria because sex differentiation takes place in the brain during the critical uterine period when testosterone is present or not and it creates certain conditions that are necessary for the brain to continue to develop as a male or female. The female brain is without testosterone, as a standard condition, while the male brain needs enough testosterone for brain development. Biologists claim that genital differences and brain sex differentiation in fetuses may explain that is match between sex and gender that exists in gender dysphoria. Empirical theoretical support for this theory comes from studies of neuroendocrine regulation in transsexuals, atypical gender behavior and gender cross-sectional identity in individuals with history of perinatal endocrine abnormalities, and neurobiological differences in the structure and function of the transsexual brain (Kaltiala-Heino et al., 2018).

Early theories emphasized the role of environmental factors rooted in the psychoanalytic and social learning traditions. Psychoanalytic theorists argue that certain characteristics of parents and the nature of the interactions with children can cause children to identify with parents of the opposite sex (Magalhães & Magalhães, 2017). Likewise, social learning theorists point to the role of parents in gender socialization, arguing that a lack of appropriate role modeling for ineffective use of reinforcements and punishments can lead children to learn gender-incompatible behavior with the gender assigned (Magalhães & Magalhães, 2017). A perspective emphasizing environmental factors that has gained popularity since the mid-2000s combines elements of feminist thought with multicultural psychology and Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual, Transgender (LGBT) health research to debate the role of broad societal forces in creating conditions that turn Transgender and Gender Non-Conforming (TGNC) people into dysphoric (Magalhães & Magalhães, 2017). Confusion and distress about one’s gender is seen as a natural consequence of living in a society that stigmatizes normal gender variations and marginalizes TGNC individuals (Magalhães & Magalhães, 2017).
Symptoms of Gender Dysphoria in Adolescents

Signs of gender dysphoria are seen in childhood and can carry over into adolescence. As adolescents feel more pronounced gender dysphoria, you may feel: (1) without a doubt that your gender identity conflicts with your biological gender, (2) feeling comfortable only when in the gender role of your preferred gender identity, (3) a strong desire to conceal or eliminate physical signs of your sex, such as breasts, body hair or muscle definition, (4) a strong dislike for and a strong desire to change or remove the genitals of biological sex, (5) they may avoid bathing or changing clothes or having sex to avoid or see their genitals (Magalhães & Magalhães, 2017). Without the right help or support, people with gender dysphoria will continue to suppress feelings and try to live life as their biological sex, but in the end, they will not be able to continue with it. As a result, many transgender women or people with gender dysphoria experience depression, self-harm, or attempt suicide (Magalhães & Magalhães, 2017).

3. Methodology

The study design is a descriptive study with a cross-sectional approach. The population in this study is senior high schools in Samarinda City. Samarinda City has 10 districts, each district is represented by one senior high school (30-40 students). Non-probability sampling (cluster-random sampling) obtained a sample of 322 students. The instrument used is the Gender Dysphoria Test. The measurements are carried out using https://www.psycom.net/adult-gender-dysphoria-test/.

4. Result

Table 1. Gender dysphoria test.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variabel</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th></th>
<th>No</th>
<th></th>
<th>Sometime</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gender identity is at odds with your biological sex</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>93.5</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dislike your genitals and secondary sex characteristics (e.g., facial hair or breasts) of your assigned gender</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>7.8</td>
<td>279</td>
<td>86.6</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Feeling happier if you had the primary or secondary sex characteristics of the opposite gender?</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>272</td>
<td>84.5</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Considered procedures to physically alter your sexual characteristics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>316</td>
<td>98.1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A wish that the people in your life would treat you the same way they treat males (if your assigned gender is female) or females (if your assigned gender is male)</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>86.3</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>9.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Have feelings with the same sex (for example, men but attracted to men or women but attracted to women)</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>95.7</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>3.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Experiencing distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>78.3</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>15.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 shows the frequency distribution of Adolescence whose gender identity is odd with biological gender is around 6.2% (either they feel yes or just sometimes feel sometime odd). Pervalance adolescence that dislike your genitals and secondary sex characteristics (e.g., facial hair or breasts) of your assigned gender is 13.4% (either they feel yes or just sometimes feel dislike). Pervalance adolescence who is happier had primary or secondary sex characteristic of opposite gender, like have long hair in man or short hair in woman so their look like opposite gender is 15.5% (either they feel yes or just sometimes feel happy). Pervalance adolescence who considered procedures to physically alter your sexual characteristics 1.8% (either they feel yes or just sometimes want to alter their sex characteristic). Pervalance adolescence who wish other people treat them same way as opposite gender (as male like to be treated as woman or vice versa) is 13.6% (either they feel yes or just sometimes have a wish). Pervalance adolescence who have feelings with the same sex as men but attracted to men or women but attracted to women is 4.3% (either they feel yes or just sometimes they have feeling). Pervalance adolescence who are experiencing distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other
important areas of functioning about themselves 21.7% (either they feel yes or just sometimes they have feeling)  

**Table 2. Distribution of gender dysphoria.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Gender Dysphoria</th>
<th>Sex Man</th>
<th>Sex Woman</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Mild-Gender Dysphoria</td>
<td>92</td>
<td>95.8</td>
<td>205</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Severe-Gender Dysphoria</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Total</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>29.8</td>
<td>226</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Gender Dysphoria test in https://www.psycom.net/adult-gender-dysphoria-test gets 92.2% with Mild-GD and 7.7% with Severe-GD 9.3%. Adolescences with severe-GD are 84% woman and 16% man (Table 2). Distribution of severe-GD finds that 100% adolescents consider altering their sexual. Severe-DG who are happier had primary or secondary characteristic of opposite gender around 56%, 64% of them wish people treat as same way with opposite their biological sex (Table 2).

**Table 3. Item gender dysphoria test in adolescence with severe GD.**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Variabel</th>
<th>Yes</th>
<th>No</th>
<th>Occasionally</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>f</td>
<td>%</td>
<td>f</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Gender identity is at odds with your biological sex</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Dislike your genitals and secondary sex characteristics (e.g., facial hair or breasts) of your assigned gender</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Feeling happier if you had the primary or secondary sex characteristics of the opposite gender?</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Considered procedures to physically alter your sexual characteristics</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>A wish that the people in your life would treat you the same way they treat males (if your assigned gender is female) or females (if your assigned gender is male)</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Have feelings with the same sex (for example, men but attracted to men or women but attracted to women</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Experiencing distress or impairment in social, occupational, or other important areas of functioning</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5. Discussion

Biologically, sex differences both of body, brain and behavior influence by multiple factor, such as sex-chromosomal, hormonal, genetc and epigenetic contribution (Arnold, 2015; Nugent et al., 2015). Sensitivity of brain release unity effect of sex hormones which appears high level at prenatal/perinatal stages of development and decline gradually in adulthood. Hormonal secretion gives three sensitive periods, (1) pre/perinatal, (2) pubertal, and (3) the first of pregnancy (in female) (Schulz et al., 2009). Behavior effect from strong prenatal androgenization, this evidence is got from studies of individual with somatic intersex with various levels of androgen exposure (Somatic intersex: condition that affection or characteristic of chromosomal sex inconsistent with genital sex or gonad sex is not classifiable as either male or female) (Byne, 2018).

Most of genital differentiation period precede the sexual differentiation of the brain. In case of GD without somatic intersex condition could look like a person with brain-intersex condition (Byne et al., 2012). The gender dysphoria test assesses a person into two categories as mild and severe, causing every human being has the possibility of experiencing GD. Early hormonal exposure on the development
gender in infant or pranatal, regardless of genetic constitution, has increased GD probability when was born as baby girl (Byne et al., 2012).

Psychosocial and social are major additional factor influencing gender in human being such as verbal labeling (boy and girl) and nonverbal gender (specific outfit, haircut between boys and girls) from their parents, family and social (Blakemore et al, 2008). Since childhood, gender behavior in adolescence was shaped by gender-role expectation from people around them (Blakemore et al, 2008). The development process of children is related by learning or imitating from selective-gender observation, gender stereotypes, self-concept, and socialization (Blakemore et al, 2008). Effect of psychosocial is not determinative because biology factor tells that GD happens because of chromosom sex and hormone interaction that appears in people with somatic intersex (Blakemore et al, 2008).

The development tasks of adolescence are involved accepting their body, adopting masculine or feminime social role, having independent emotional from parents, having close relationship with peer friends either same or opposite gender, preparing themselves for being a worker, preparing themselves for marriage and having nuclear family life, building a personal value, and achieving responsibility role from social (Blakemore et al, 2008). There are two onsets of GD, early childhood, and late-onset GD that symptom begins in after puberty. Majority of Late-onset GD (adolescence onset) is experienced early onset-GD that persisted or worsened with puberty (Littman, 2018). Persisten GD appears with consideration to alter their characteristic look like, with consume extra hormone of opposite biological sex (Littman, 2018).

Peer relationships are critical for psychological well being and shaping development of identity consolidation in adolescence. Adolescence with GD got bullying from same sex peer relationship so that they comfort association with opposite sex, this social life makes them treated not as their biological gender. This research finds that 13.6% from all adolescents is happy treated as opposite their biological sex, and prevalence among adolescent with severe-GD around 64% happy treated as opposite their biological sex. Bullying in adolescence with GD makes them distress and feel impaired in social, in this research finding about 36% adolescence with severe GD who experience distress and impairment in social. Social and peer contagion as cluster outbreak of GD. Peer contagion occurring people from friends or peer group who existing, they influence others from their daily life in social media/internet as preceding a child’s announcement of transgender indentity, possibility raise social and peer contagion (Kaltiala-Heino et al., 2018).

GD in Indonesia is taboo and society does not accept it because it is against the religion adhered in Indonesia (Saroh & Relawati, 2017). Some of parents do not realize their child is GD and consider they are normal or common as adolescent due to puberty (Saroh & Relawati, 2017). But after signs and symptoms of GD persisted, the parents have begun to deny their existence. Another research in aboard finds different, there are cases from minority family background that is also from LGBT community, so that their children also get GD, a not-terrible situation(Saroh & Relawati, 2017). Gender-minority offspring reported particular positive aspect of being a parent in GD situation such as human being had a personal growth that could not be equated with others; unconditional love to their children and family whatever they look like; activism GD as solidarity to other families that find the same situation by which they do not interfere with social relationship (Saroh & Relawati, 2017).

6. **Conclusion**

Severe-Gender dysphoria high school students have a small prevalence, GD can occur because biological or psychosocial factors can be seen from the desire and comfort of being a different gender than it should be.
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